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Nonequilibrium transitions induced by multiplicative noise
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A simple model exhibiting a noise-induced ordering transition~NIOT! and a noise-induced disordering
transition~NIDT!, in which the noise is purely multiplicative, is presented. Both transitions are found in two
dimensions as well as in one dimension. We show analytically and numerically that the critical behavior of
these two transitions is described by the so called multiplicative noise~MN! universality class. A computation
of the set of critical exponents is presented in bothd51 andd52. @S1063-651X~98!51103-8#

PACS number~s!: 05.40.1j
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well established that the effects of noise in stocha
equations can be rather surprising and counterintuitive.
presence of a noisy term can modify in quite an unexpec
way the behavior of the corresponding deterministic~noise-
less! equation. A well known example of this is thestochas-
tic resonancein which the response to an external perio
cally oscillating field of a stochastic system is enhanced
increasing its internal noise amplitude@1#. Other examples
are the resonant activation@2#, noise-induced spatial pattern
@3#, the noise-induced ordering transition~NIOT! @4–6#, and
the noise-induced disordering transition~NIDT! @4#. These
last two transitions were first analyzed together in an in
esting work, to the best of our knowledge, by Van den B
eck, Parrondo, and Toral@4# ~VPT hereafter!. They consid-
ered a Langevin equation with a monostable determini
term, to which a nontrivial noise is added. Owing to t
combined effect of the noise and the spatial coupling t
real phase transitions were shown to appear: for small n
amplitudes the system is disordered, while by increasing
noise amplitude the system gets ordered in a symme
breaking state~exhibiting therefore a NIOT!. If the noise is
increased further the ordered state is destroyed~and therefore
there is a NIDT!. Afterwards, different works on NIOT and
NIDT appearing in different models and systems have b
proposed in the literature@7–9#. In particular, in@7#, a noise-
induced reentrant transition is reported for a time depend
Ginzburg-Landau model with both additive and multiplic
tive noise. In@8,9# first order transitions are shown to b
induced by the presence of nontrivial noises.

An interesting task is that of understanding the nature
this striking phenomena in the simplest possible model:
derstanding whether it comes from an interplay between
ditive and multiplicative noises or not, and determini
whether the critical behavior of these transitions can be
scribed by any standard universality class. In this directi
the following Langevin equation has been proposed by V
as a possible simplest model exhibiting these two no
induced transitions:

]f~x,t !

]t
5F@f~x,t !#1D¹2f1G@f~x,t !#h~x,t !, ~1!
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F@f~x,t !#52f~11f2!2, G@f~x,t !#5~11f2!, ~2!

where f is a field, h is a white Gaussian noise wit
^h(x,t)&50 and ^h(x,t)h(x8,t8)&5s2d(x2x8)d(t2t8),
and the Stratonovich interpretation is considered@10#. Al-
though preliminary simulations seemed to indicate that b
the NIOT and the NIDT exhibit exponents compatible wi
mean-field-like values@4#, it has been recently elucidate
that both transitions belong in the kinetic Ising model u
versality class@11#. In particular, very extensive simulation
and finite size analysis have been performed@12# showing
that all the measured exponents are compatible with t
corresponding Ising values. The same conclusion can als
reached by field theoretical analysis@11,13#; and it is also
extensible to the model of Ref.@7# with both additive and
multiplicative independent noises. In particular, a na
power counting argument permits to conclude that all
terms in Eq.~2! other than the linear, the cubic, and th
Laplacian term in the deterministic part, and the const
term in the noise, areirrelevant in the renormalization group
sense. In this way, the relevant part of Eq.~2! coincides with
the Hohenberg and Halperin model A@14#, and consequently
Eq. ~2! is in the kinetic Ising model universality class. Th
irrelevant terms, i.e., thef5 term inF(f) and thef2 term in
G(f), play a key role in determining the structure of th
phase diagram, but do not affect the critical behavior.

In this paper, we face the two previously arisen issu
namely, we propose a candidate with only multiplicati
noise exhibiting these two noise transitions, and study th
critical behavior under a new perspective. We will conclu
that the phenomena is purely multiplicative, and theref
the presence of additive noise@i.e. the constant term in
G(f)# is not required to generate neither the NIOT nor t
NIDT. As a byproduct we show that the conclusion reach
in the previous works@12# that both transitions are in th
kinetic Ising model universality class is not general. We w
show that in theminimal modelthat we propose, reproduce
the phenomena under discussion; the transitions belong
a new recently proposed universality class: the so calledmul-
tiplicative noise (MN) universality class@15,16#.
R2495 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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II. THE MODEL

A. Motivation

A physically intuitive justification of the NIOT has bee
recently proposed@12#. It is based on the following observa
tion: the short time evolution of the average value of t
field, f, of a generic Langevin equation of the form~1! with
generic forms of the functionalsF andG, is easily found to
be given by

]^f&
]t

5F~^f&!1
s2

2
G~^f&!G8~^f&! ~3!

whenD50.
It is shown in@3,5,7,12# that for the models exhibiting a

NIOT the previous equation has a linear instability for t
homogeneous statêf&50; this means that the averag
value of f grows at initial times, while it would decreas
monotonously towards 0 in absence of the noise te
G(^f&)G8(^f&), i.e., in absence of the multiplicative part o
the noise, which is the only one giving a nonvanishing co
tribution to G8(f). When the spatial coupling is turned o
@i.e.,DÞ0)#, it favors neighbor sites to take similar values
the field, and, consequently, the^f&Þ0 solution, induced by
the multiplicative noise, is stabilized. This is the physic
mechanism at the origin of the noise-induced phase tra
tion. At this point we want to stress the fact that is the m
tiplicative part of the noise the one responsible of the g
eration of the described short-time instability, and theref
of the NIOT.

On the other hand, the NIDT has a more conventio
interpretation, analogous to standard equilibrium transitio
noise~temperature! destroys long range order, thus restori
the symmetry of the homogeneous state.

Inspired by the previous considerations we propose a s
pler model to analyze the noise-induced transitions in wh
the noise ispurely multiplicative. In all the previously stud-
ied models an additive noise term was also present: it is
essential for the phenomena but it does change the un
sality class of the two transitions.

B. Definition

Our model is defined by a Langevin equation~1! with the
functionalsF andG given by

F@f#52af2f3, G@f#5f~12af2!1/2, ~4!

where the Gaussian noiseh is specified bŷ h(x,t)&50 and

^h~x,t !h~x8,t8!&5s2d~x2x8!d~ t2t8!, ~5!

andf is a positive-definite field, and the Stratonovich inte
pretation is considered.

In this way, we have a very simple deterministic term a
a purely multiplicative noise, i.e., with no additive part. B
setting the parametera to zero, we get the NIOT, therefor
the more interesting phenomena under study is present in
simple multiplicative noise Langevin equation studied
@15# ~that is nothing but our model witha50!. Nevertheless,
that model does not exhibit a NIDT due to the fact that
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order parameter keeps on increasing monotonously with
creasing noise amplitude. In order to recover the NIDT
number of possible mechanisms can be invoked. Amo
them we have chosen to introduce the term in Eq.~5! param-
etrized bya. This ‘‘trick’’ keeps the order parameter from
growing indefinitely for large values ofs. Let us point out
that Eq.~4! cannot overpass the upper limitf5a21/2. Ob-
serve that while the multiplicative noise is essential to g
erate the NIOT, the NIDT is reproduced somehow art
cially; the NIDT is more naturally induced by standa
additive noise, but it also changes the critical behavior.

C. Renormalization group results

Even though we do not present here the details of
calculations, it is a straightforward task to conclude from
naive power counting analysis that this model belongs i
the so called MN universality class~defined by our model
with a50, see@15#!. For that, it has only to be noticed tha
a is an irrelevant parameter in the renormalization gro
sense. This conclusion is not altered when introducing d
grammatics corrections. Therefore the critical exponents
all the possible transitions exhibited by this model are
pected to be in the MN universality class@15#.

D. Mean-field results

We have first performed a mean-field analysis of t
model. For that we consider a given pointx and assume its
nearest neighbors to take a constant undetermined valuem,
the expectation value off is calculated as a functionf of m,
^f&5 f (m), and the equation is closed self-consistently,
^f&5m. In Fig. 1 we observe that, for small values ofs,
y5 f (m) does not intersect with the straight liney5m,
while they do intersect each other for values ofs larger than
a certain critical value,sc1 . The intersection point is very
small nearbysc1 and grows while increasing the noise am
plitude up to a point in which starts decaying towards zero
is easy to show from the self-consistency condition that
the infinite noise limit the only solution ism50 when a

FIG. 1. ~a! Mean-field valuem of ^f& for different values ofs,
for a50 anda51. ~b! Curvesf (m) plotted versusm for different
values ofs and a51. The mean-field solution plotted in~a! is
given by the intersection point of the different curves with t
straight line,y5m ~see text!.
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Þ0 ~this is not the case fora50, for which m diverges!.
However, the limitm50 is approached in an extremely slo
fashion as shown in Fig. 1.

Therefore, in this approximation the model displays
NIOT and a NIDT, and both of them are continuous.

The results for thea50 are also displayed in Fig. 1~a!.
Observe as it was said previously that the order param
increases monotonously withs and therefore the model ex
hibits a NIOT but not the NIDT in mean-field approxima
tion.

E. Numerical results

We have studied the previous model in both one and
dimensions by integrating numerically the associated Lan
vin equation. For that we have used a Runge-Kutta type
method~the Heun method@17,18#!. The time step is chose
to be dt51023. Other parameters fixed in the simulatio
are a51, D50.2 for the one-dimensional simulations, a
D51 in two dimensions. Periodic boundary conditions a
employed, and lattice sizes up toL51000 in d51, and
L540 in d52. The main results we find are as follows.

~1! We find numerically the two noise-induced transitio
in both d51 andd52 for a51 ~only the NIOT fora50;
in the ordered phase the order parameter grows mon
nously withs and therefore there is no NIDT!. In Fig. 2 the
order parameter,̂f& is plotted as a function of the nois
amplitude,s, for d51 andd52 ~with a51!. Observe that
due to the high values ofs the finite size effects are muc
more pronounced in the NIDT than in the NIOT~as observed
previously in @12#!, and therefore much larger systems a
better statistics are required to determine accurately the c
cal point and the associated critical behavior of the NIDT

Let us stress that we find a pair of phase transitions e
in d51. This is not expected to be the case in any of
previously studied models due to the fact that in all of th
the constant additive part of the noise ‘‘cohabits’’ with th
purely multiplicative term, and that changes dramatically
critical behavior, rendering the system Ising-like, and as
well established, systems of that nature cannot get ordere
d51.

FIG. 2. Stationary expectation value off as a function of the
noise amplitudes in one and two dimensions.
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~2! We have performed a detailed numerical analysis
the NIOT in one and two dimensions. We have computed
critical exponents defined by

^f~ t→`!&;us2sc1um, ~6!

^f~ t,s5sc1!&;t2u, ~7!

^fn~ t→`,s5sc1!&;ua2ac1ubn. ~8!

In order to locate the critical point and determine the e
ponentm in d51 we looked for the value ofsc1 for which
the best linear fit is obtained in a plot of log10(^f&) versus
log10(s2sc1). The exponentm is given by the slope of such
a plot with the optimized value ofsc1 . We find
sc151.8060.02 withm50.860.1 in d51.

Afterwards, we determineu from the asymptotic decay o
^f(t)& right at the critical point, and getu51.060.1 in
d51. Next we fix the noise amplitude to its critical value an
perform simulations changing the value of the linear terma.
By doing that we findb151.5060.05 andb251.760.2.

Let us point out that the exponentsu, b1 , andb2 are in
very good agreement with their corresponding values in
one-dimensional multiplicative noise universality cla
@15,19#, and the predicted scaling relations hold. In partic
lar, we are tempted to conclude from our numerical simu
tions thatb15b253/2 andu51 in d51 and, in this way,
all the exponents in the MN universality class would ta
rational values. On the other hand,m is a new exponent tha
had not been previously determined for the MN universa
class@20#.

In d52 concluding results are much harder to obtain.
We have verified that the behavior of the computed m

nitudes at the critical point is compatible with exponen
m51.0360.05, u51.7560.30, b51.1460.05, and
b251.7060.10@15#. A detailed discussion of this point wil
be presented elsewhere. To the best of our knowledge th
the first computation of the critical exponents of MN
d52.

~3! We have also performed a study of the NIDT ind51
and d52. As we have shown, finite-size effects are mu
more severe in this transition than they are in the NIOT. F
that reason, a finite-size-scaling analysis has to be perfor
in order to elucidate its universality class. In any case, ba
on both theoretical and preliminary numerical analysis
believe that these transitions also belong into the MN univ
sality class@21#. In particular, the fact that the NIDT is
present ind51 excludes the possibility of Ising-like behav
ior, and relevance arguments strongly support the previ
hypothesis.

III. CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced a very simple stochastic model
hibiting two noise-induced transitions. We have shown t
the NIOT is essentially originated by a purely multiplicativ
noise, and have found it ind51 ~where it has not been
previously reported! and d52 ~where we measure the MN
exponents for the first time!. That shows that the multiplica
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tive noise is capable of originating either a NIOT or a NID
even in that low dimension in which phase transitions
rare.

We have verified both analytically and numerically th
NIOT and NIDT of our model belong into the recently el
cidated multiplicative-noise~MN! universality class@15#.
The result, obtained in previous works, that the NIOT a
the NIDT belong into the kinetic Ising model universali
class is not general; that result derives from the fact tha
additive noise term is also present in those models, and
type of term, unnecessary as we have shown to generat
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phenomena under study, does change the system critica
havior, rendering the universality class model dependent
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